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what he described in 1980 as the "chaos of
meaningless and trivial forms" of the outer walls
and capitalised instead on the strength and

transparency of glass. For Ball, this "reconstructed-

the whole idei of what buildings are about. It was

the culmination of idea following idea which
extends itself all the time." Ball views his work in
similar terms, envisaging not only the structural

arrive at Sydney Ball's bush Property
northwest of SydneY on a warmish
winter's day. Wattles and bush peas are

in flower and the trees weave patterns in
shades of green. Ball tells me that the
small stone flgures and sculptures beside

the wooden walkr,rray leading to his house are

placed there in thadks to nature. His many
vibrant artworks and prtifacts animate the light-filled interior
of the simple Glenn Murcutt-designed corrugated iron building
in which he has lived for more than 25 years.

The design ofBall's house and studio reflects the artist's

architectural interests and his focus on structure and form as

containers for intensiffing colour. In2007 he revisited the

exacting "pictorial architecture" ofhis early Canto Paintings
(1964-66) to develop Structures 2, a series ofradiant abstract

colour works. The open-ended problem-solving approach to
reflned 'architectonic form" - found in the work of modernist
abstract architects like Mies Van Der Rohe and Zaha Hadid -
provided a conceptual fiamework for the series that resonated

with Ball's artistic practice. He cites Van Der Rohe's 1950s

Seagram building in New York in which new forms and

materials enabled the exposure of the "gigantic steel web" of
the building's structural system. Van Der Rohe dispensed with
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paradigm ofa new series, but the forms, colours and colour

relationships within this paradigm, and how each work relates

to the next within the series.

The Iranian architect Zaha Hadid, who is interested in Ball's

work and has visited his studio, has a sympathetic vision of what

the National Gallery ofVictoria's former director, Patrick
McCaughey. \Mhen a series is "complete", Ball considers whether
the next series will contain some of the same elements or
whether it will be based on a new set of ideas.

As a young man, Ball worked as'an architectural draughtsman
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before moving to NewYork in 1963, where he
studied paintingunder Theodore Stamos at the
Art Students League. He was able to experience,
firsthand, magnificent public, university and
priwate collections; seminal paintings by Henri
Matisse, Hans Hofuann and Kenneth Noland: and
to meet NewYork School artists Mark Rothko,
Robert Motherwell, Willem de Kooning, Lee
Krasner and Helen Frankenthaler.

In ttris environment, Ball quickly evolved a
spare pictorial language, initially realised in the
vertical coloured stripes ofhis Band paintings,
shown at NewYork's Westerly Gallery in his first
solo exhibition in 1964. The Canto series - the
title ofwhich refers to Ezra Pound's poem Cantos
- followed, witfr geometric forms used as vehicles
for more dramatic, optical, acrylic colour. Here
the artist investigated ways ofplacing a circle -
the rymbol of infinity in Eastern philosophy -
within square, rectangular or diamond forms.
Stamos, inpressed, wrote in 1965 of the capacity

ofthe Canto paintings to "enforce a
contemplation more exacting than the simplicity
of the forms seems to require". Elwyn Lynn,
writing a year later, was moved by the artist's
"concern with colour as a sensation oflight, not,
as are the optical painters, with its retinal
effects". Ball's subsequent Persian series
(1966-68) contained passages of rhythmic colour
inspired by Islamic architecture and Persian
miniatues, followed by the minimal, shaped,
painted canvases ofhis Modular series (796i-69\.
In 1969 his work was included in The Field
exhibition at the National Gallery ofVictoria,
among the first of many important museum
exhibitions that have represented his colour
paintings over the succeeding decades.

In 1971 Ball was back in Sydney, having lost
two NewYork studios - one to fire, with all his
canvases and materials destroyed. Among these
were his first Stain paintings - large abstact-
expressionist works which required as much

forward planning as his earlier works but more
physical exertion - pouring and flicking paint
and manipulating it via a long-handled squeegee
to create vigorous, active forms.

n 1973 another series ofStain paintings
achieved popular and critical success at
exhibitions in Sydney, Melbourne and
Adelaide. In 1974 Patrick McCaughey -
always, with Elwyn Lynn, a supporter of
Ball's work - proclaimed him "one of

the best and most mature painters to emerge in
Australia over the last ten years". Ball was
surprised and delighted when, in 2005, an
exhibition reprising his Stain paintings drew
praise from Sydney Morning Herald art critic
John McDonald for their freshness of colour.

Ball's concept ofcolour is predicated on the
rejection ofany sense oftime duration through
tonal variation or layering. "I see the structuring
of colour in a wholly different way", he says. "It's
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paintt evolve, to

notjust putting on a layer ofpaint. You have to
feel that moment, the weight of the colour in
relation to the next colour and visualise not only
that but also what it is leading to. Helen
Frankenthaler always said, 'Let the painting have
its own life'. It's important to let the painting
evolve, to germinate, until you feel it has reached
the climax and just blossoms forth." I probe a
little more. Is colour primarily a physiological
thing or emotional and psychological? "It's all of
that," he tells me. "You can't define it exactly. It's
all around us. The idea ofrelating colour to
colour comes from the experience of life." I
persist. So memory is involved? "Memory. .. and
the idea that anything can change in an instant.
For instance, when you walk into a gallery and
see a magnificent painting based on colour and
think 'Wow!' - that moment sums up everything
for me." rvVhich is exactly what happened when
Ball saw Matisse's The Red Studio (1911) for the
first time at the Museum of Modern Art in New

York. I discover that The Red Studio has informed
all of Ball's work: the abstract paintings where
colour is the subject, and the figurative works
where colour is the ground for images and
calligraphic marks.

all ushers me to the side
verandah and we look out across
the bush. "It's like a stage out
there," he says, at which point a
frog begins croaking in one ofthe
three ponds on his property. "I

changed when I came here [in 1983]. I wanted to
bring the energy force out ofthe land, to use
marks and s)..rnbols from the environment and
human civilisations [he has trekked and travelled
extensively in Europe, Asia, Canada, America and
the South Pacificl. It became important to bring
in the figure and to relate it to the environment."
He talks about the shamanic agricultural rituals
that still exist in Korea - where he exhibited for
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five years at Sun Gallery in Seoul - and the
importance offeeling part ofnature. Later he
shows me a shallow bowl he made years ago-,
while working with Kim Ki-Chu, a master
ceramicist and Korean "living treasure". It's a lily
pad with a tiny fiog on the edge of the lip.

Ball returned to abstraction through a slow
process ofchange that began around the turn of
the century: "I wanted to increase the size of the
image, to lift it up offthe canvas, to use colour
again in a major way. Gradually [I let go] the
background calligraphy, maldng the central
shape the important part of the picture." A cliff
face at an isolated beach near Eden on the south
coast of New SouthWales made an impact: "It
was that drama again, the darkness of the shape
coming down to the sea, very simplified,
understated." He made drawings of rocks on his
property as a way ofachieving the first
structures. Other memories surfaced, including
"beautiful mesa shapes, structural shapes" on a

3 Zonal Turn (1968-69), auylic on carwos and ernmet on glider ply, 185 x 18}cmFollowing pages: Pale stream (1976), acrylic qnd enamel on canvas, 240 x 420cfi
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to use marks and symbols from the environment and human civilisations"
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1955 bus trip through the Arizona desert.
The resulting series, Structures 1, was

concerned with balance in nature - where one
thing rests lightly on another and can be brought
down with a touch. Ball saw the same thing
happening in NewYork on September 77,2OO1r
'It took two relatively small planes to crash into a
very large building and the whole thing
collapsed." I see a superb illustration ofthis in the
studio, a painting called Spanish Towers (2004),
with two flnely balanced yellow shapes anchored
in a black circle. The painting beside it, a
rectangle ofintense silver-blue inside a yellow
circle, feels very different. Ball agrees: "The
sublime, a pulsating presence."

We furn our attention to an installation of
wall drawings. Ball built them up, row on row, to
explore the effect ofan increase in scale. I found
my eyes moving rapidly from one drawing to
another, which Ball attributes to the psychology

of colour: "It's difficult for the eyes to settle on
one particular shape [colour] because other
shapes [colours] are demanding attention," he
says. "I've always known that certain colours
create certain visual effects but I've never taken it
to that extreme before."

s we walk back to the house, a
tiny black bird darts about in the
bushes. Following its movements
is like looking at the drawings.
Ball is talking about his sense ofxsmtrM destiny, oftaking a

predetermined path in life: "I travel along and
soak in everything that is important to me, the
past and the present, like this environment and
that beautiful little bird over there. I did a
painting about it called The Stone Dancer. It
comes down onto the rocks and flutters its wings
to stir up the insects."

From the time he came to prominence with
his Canto series, Ball has constantly challenged
himself to "stir up the insects", posing new
questions and finding new solutions. The
Structures series has consolidated his place
within contemporaryAustralian art. In
November this year (when he turns 75) BaIl will
be honoured with a retrospective exhibition of
his abstract colour paintings at Penrith Regional
Art Gallery and Lewers Bequest - selections fion
a sustained and triumphant artistic journey.

Syd BaLl is representedW Sullivan+StrufitpfFine At-t, Sydney

Sydney Ball: ln Light of Colour 1965-2008 was at
Sulhvan+Strumpf Fule A1t in Sydney, 9-28 Sep

Exhibition: Syd Ball: The Colour Patntings 1963-2007, Penith
Regional Gallery E The Lewers Bequest, I Nov 2008 - 25 lon
2009; McAeilond Gallety E Sculpture Park, Melboume,22 FeL

- 26 Apr 2009; The Anne E Gordon Samstag Musewn of Art,
Adelaide. 11 Nov 2009 - 14 Feb 2010

Previons pages: yiews of B oll's Glenn Muratn-desigred home and studio 1 Spanish Towe ts (2004), acrLic on canttas, 153 x 13gcm z Aareosmex (200 7), acrlic on canvas, 69 x 1s3cm
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